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Create great outlines fast and easy with this simple, all-in-one tool.
Start with a sample outline file you can quickly modify to suit your
needs. Visual Outliner includes all necessary tools for creating
intuitive outlines in only a few minutes. Simply start with a text
document, select the first and last words from each paragraph,
format the text with colors and styles, arrange the text in columns
and rows, and quickly create a great outline in an intuitive outline
editor window. Save your outline and/or export to PDF to share it
with other people. Key Features of Visual Outliner: Simple to use
Create great outlines in minutes using intuitive tools. Export to PDF
Share your outlines with others. Format text Format paragraph text
with colors, styles, fonts, and alignment. Highlight text Color
highlight any paragraph. Collapse paragraphs Hide the main
window from view, but don't lose all the tools. Save & Load Save
and load your outline files and data. Preview outline Preview your
outline on a new window, or in a PDF Import external data files
Import external text files, images, and links to other documents.
Use built-in colors Support over 200 colors. Customize colors
Choose from an over 600 color palette. Jump to line Jump to a line
number, or a word, phrase, or symbol. Highlight in text Highlight
text in a list or table. Enter in text Highlight words in a list or table
with automatic autofill options. Jump to column Jump to a column
number, or a word, phrase, or symbol. Insert pictures and links
Insert images, links, and links in a text item. Customize list Remove
or add columns and rows. Select all selected items Select all
selected items with a single click. Insert text Insert text in any text
item with one click. Use suggestions Show contextual suggestions
when typing. Include text in your outline Include selected text in
your outline. Hide Hide the main window and all tools. Go Full
Screen Go to full screen mode to work quickly and efficiently. Wrap
text Wrap text and use one line for many words. Improve your
writing Autoformat paragraph text for a fresh look. Code
Highlighter Highlight text with color and syntax highlighting. Word
Swapper Swap words on selected lines with a single click
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same time Add links to your files and folders Edit and preview the
contents of the files and folders Highlight, color and comment your
text Collapse sections for a more concise and easier to view
document Save files locally or share them online Visual Outliner
Supported file types: What’s New in Visual Outliner 2.11.1 *
Improved coloring system that highlights different elements that
are clicked with different colors* Added support for basic markup
languages and HTML* Improved tooltips for faster tooltips * Added
support for files that are synced with OneDrive or Sharepoint*
Added filter column option to show/hide columns of the current
document* Added Show in Explorer button to be able to open file in
Windows Explorer by just clicking it* Added option to set the
default folder of the currently opened file* Added context menus to
be able to quickly hide/unhide the panels * Added the ability to
share links of documents to social media platforms and email
addresses * Added the ability to reuse text by copying and pasting
it into a new document, similar to Microsoft Word * Improved
shareability of documents by adding user provided screenshot
functionality* Added option to collapse the whole document at
once, even when only a few words have been added * Added
option to hide the secondary panels in the document * Improved
the panel customization system * Moved file keyboard shortcuts to
the panel’s context menu * Added more shortcuts to the quick keys
panel * Fixed a problem with the new colorization system * Fixed
the multi cursor feature* Fixed a problem with the link preview *
Fixed a problem with the link preview that showed the application's
description * Fixed a problem when a random comment was made
with files that were not selected * Fixed a bug with custom
document properties of the Application Settings tab * Fixed a
problem that caused problems with the new colorization system *
Fixed a problem that caused problems with the new colorization
system * Fixed a problem with document properties that did not
get saved properly Version 2.11.1 - November, 2019: * Added new
default dialog background that is better suited for dark interfaces *
Added new dark dialog background * Added custom document
property support* Added global quick key shortcuts* Increased the
maximum length of the download list * Added options to rename
the files in the upload list * Added option to open files by default
when they are added to the download list 3a67dffeec
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Visual Outliner is a new-generation tool with a minimum set of
features that allow you to easily create, organize and manage
ideas. Create your own visual organization hierarchies and keep all
the things you want to remember in a single file. Review work at a
later date with a simple click. Explore ideas with a simple search,
cross-reference, fold and more. Visual Outliner Information: Use
Visual Outliner to find as many creative solutions to your problems
as possible. Don't feel afraid, it can be complicated at first, but this
software will help you get your work done. Create your own visual
organization hierarchies and keep all the things you want to
remember in a single file. Review work at a later date with a simple
click. Explore ideas with a simple search, cross-reference, fold and
more. Visual Outliner Language:English Visual Outliner
Developer:Effect Visual Outliner Price:14.00 USD Visual Outliner
Size:360 MB Visual Outliner Original Release Date:2017-04-07
Visual Outliner System Requirements: Visual Outliner Review:
Visual Outliner offers many features to help students in their work,
including a powerful outlining and brainstorming tool, a simple
layout and a variety of color highlights. It is best suited to students
and teachers that want to use Visual Outliner within the school
environment, where the results are stored on a network drive.
However, this application is fully functional both for Mac and
Windows, so it is also suitable for power users. In addition, Visual
Outliner can be used to both create and organize web content, so it
can also be used by web designers and programmers that need a
simple application to keep everything in place. As mentioned, one
of the main features of Visual Outliner is its ability to create and
keep ideas within reach, which is achieved through the use of
visual hierarchies. In terms of the interface, the application is very
intuitive, which makes it possible for anyone to create an outline
that meets their needs. It contains all the features you need to
design your document in a quick and efficient manner, including
color highlights, a simple interface, a smart search engine, among
many other capabilities. Visual Outliner Free Download Visual
Outliner uses the OmniGraffle format, which allows you to open
and edit your ideas, regardless of their type. This is achieved
through the use of a universal style sheet, which means that the
application can handle the
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Visual Outliner allows you to navigate your text easily and
effectively. It can be used as an outline manager, mind map tool,
whiteboard or sketchpad for brainstorming or just as a
conventional notes manager. Visual Outliner is a native Windows
program which can be used on any Windows PC. Best of all, it has
been designed for use on tablets and smart phones as well! Visual
Outliner is highly intuitive and easy to use. You can navigate your
text easily and effectively. It can be used as an outline manager,
mind map tool, whiteboard or sketchpad for brainstorming or just
as a conventional notes manager. Visual Outliner is a native
Windows program which can be used on any Windows PC. Best of
all, it has been designed for use on tablets and smart phones as
well! Here are some examples of how Visual Outliner can be used
in brainstorming and note-taking: A) as an outline manager. Using
Visual Outliner as an outline manager for your notes is very easy. It
has a hierarchical outline format based on the Windows structure.
It can be configured to sort notes by subject, custom date/time, or
any other useful criterion, you can add, remove and re-arrange
notes at will. The visual representation of your notes makes your
task of browsing, searching, and working on your notes
significantly easier and faster. B) as a mind map tool. Visual
Outliner is very versatile; it can be used as a mind mapping tool,
an outline manager, a documentation tool, or a working tool for
use in brainstorming or idea generation. C) as a sketch pad. Visual
Outliner allows you to create sketches or diagrams that you may
use in a brainstorming session or sketch something out before
developing it into a paper or other document. This may include
drawing a picture, writing in a notebook or computer, and even
including it in an existing document. It can also be used as a
sketch pad for new ideas. D) as a documentation tool. Some people
prefer a separate drawing program like Inkscape, but others prefer
a program like Visual Outliner. Visual Outliner can be used as a
powerful tool for creating a digital version of the whiteboard sketch
pad method. Visual Outliner also allows you to create diagrams,
sketches and other drawings that you may use in a brainstorming
session or sketch something out before developing it into a paper
or other document. This may include drawing a picture, writing in a
notebook or computer, and even including it in an existing
document. You can make notes
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System Requirements For Visual Outliner:

Windows XP/Vista/Windows 7/8/Windows 10 1 GB RAM (Minimum)
5 GB available hard drive space Internet Explorer 7/8/10/Firefox
4/Chrome/Safari Minimum resolution of 1024x768 System
Requirements: Internet Explorer 7/8/10/Firefox 4/Chrome/
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